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My Zone of BRILLIANCE 

I believe that every one of us has unique qualities that make us who we are, and 

when these qualities are evoked in us in a positive way, our brilliance shines.  That 

is when our diamond sparkles the brightest and we are most attractive to our 

divine ideal clients and strategic alliances.    

Many of us fail to see the beauty in some of these qualities and can put them on 

the shelf or dummy them down – partly because we have gotten some negative 

feedback along the way that we are “too much”.  You would be surprised, 

however, that the people who know you well, know these pieces of you, which is 

why we not only want you to reflect on your Zone of Brilliance, but to get 

feedback from people who love you and see you in your beauty. 

If you think about the whole of you as a circle, there are 4-6 words that can 

describe us and pretty much capture our essence.  You want to identify what are 

those 4-6 qualities that embody my true essence at their most powerful 
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As an example, think of Bill Clinton.  I took a stab at what his Zones of Brilliance.  

Notice with his Zone of Brilliance that you can see how these qualities can be 

quite powerful in him and you can also see when some of them got him into some 

deep water.  As with anything, our most powerful qualities also have their Achilles 

Heels, so one place to look with your own Zone of Brilliance is “where have these 

qualities created challenges for me in my life?   

 

Bill Clinton’s Zone of Genius as an example: 

 

You can use this tool to help you with your Branding and help you choose 

messaging, imagery and design that help evoke your essence easily and 

effortlessly into the world.  Share this work with your web designer, your 

copywriter, your writing coach, your business coach, so they can help support you 

to the best degree possible in creating an authentic expression of YOU to share 

with the world which will make it that much easier for your tribe to find you! 

Do this exercise yourself and share it with 4-6 other people who you know sees 

you authentically and supports you.  Make sure to ask people from different 

facets of your life.  As you come up with a final list, look for the words where 

there are the most themes and that you feel is an honest and positive expression 

of your Zone of Brilliance.  Have Fun With It! 
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My Zone of BRILLIANCE 

The Words that Embody My True, Authentic, Powerful Essence 

 

Artistic/Creative 

Authentic 
Authoritative 
Ballsy 

Big 

Bold 

Capable 

Charismatic 

Competent  

Confident 

Cool 

Cute  
Daring 
Dependable 
Earthy 
Easy Going 

Elegant 

Ethereal 
Exotic 
Exuberant 
 
 
 
 
 

Exotic 
Exuberant 
Fearless 
Fierce 
Fiery 

Funny 
Hypnotic 
Imaginative 

Innocent 

Inspirational 
Intense 
Intelligent  

Ironic 

Kinetic 

Magical 

Mischievous 

Mysterious 

Natural 

Nerdy 

Passionate 
 
 
 
 
 

Playful 

Poetic 

Quirky 

Romantic 
Sassy 
Sexy 

Serene 

Sizzling 

Smoldering 

Subtle 
Sultry 
Sweet 

Unpredictable 
Visionary 
Vulnerable 

Wacky 

Wise 
Witty 
Zany 
Zen 

 

Choose 4-6 Qualities that EMBODY Your/This Person’s TRUE ESSENCE at 

their MOST POWEFUL.  Choose words that round out the whole of who this 

person is.  Think of them as a circle and choosing the words that fill this 

circle with the smallest amount of overlap of their meaning.   


